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Abstract
Background
Continuity of care is considered by patients and clinicians an essential feature of good quality
care in long-term disorders, yet there is general agreement that it is a complex concept. Most
policies emphasise it and encourage systems to promote it. Despite this there is no accepted
definition or measure against which to test policies or interventions designed to improve
continuity. We aimed to operationalise a multi-axial model of continuity of care and to use
factor analysis to determine its validity for severe mental illness.

Methods
A multi-axial model of continuity of care comprising eight facets was operationalised for
quantitative data collection from mental health service users using 32 variables. Of these
variables, 22 were subsequently entered into a factor analysis as independent components, using
data from a clinical population considered to require long-term consistent care.

Results
Factor analysis produced seven independent continuity factors accounting for 62.5% of the total
variance. These factors, Experience & Relationship, Regularity, Meeting Needs, Consolidation,
Managed Transitions, Care Coordination and Supported Living, were close though not identical
to the original theoretical model.

Conclusions
We confirmed that continuity of care is multi-factorial. Our seven factors are intuitively
meaningful and appear to work in mental health. These factors should be used as a starting-point
in research into the determinants and outcomes of continuity of care in long-term disorders.

Conflict of interest: none
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Continuity of care is considered a corner-stone in the effective management of long-term
disorders by service users, clinicians and healthcare policy-makers. It is fundamental in several
policy documents (Department of Health 1990; Department of Health 1995; Department of
Health 2001) and has been proposed as a useful criterion for mental health service evaluation
(Johnson et al. 1997). The weight given it is reflected in the widespread use of case
management (Mueser et al. 1998) and national policies such as the Care Programme Approach
(CPA) in the United Kingdom (Department of Health 1990). Indeed, Tessler (1987) argues that
it has replaced dependency and deinstitutionalisation as the central issue in service provision.

Yet while the importance of continuity of care has long been recognised, including for those
with severe mental illness, it is generally agreed that there have been few attempts until recently
to define it systematically, continuity being ‘often lauded but seldom defined’ (Freeman et al.
2000; see also Crawford et al. 2004). Definitions are frequently inadequate, often with only one
or two elements included (Freeman et al. 2000). Freeman and colleagues (2000) identified 32
continuity of care studies in mental health and 14 in primary care but found more than ten
definitions and few attempts to explicate and analyse the idea substantively. Crawford and
colleagues (Crawford et al. 2004) reviewed 435 relevant papers, most of which did not define
continuity of care. Haggerty and colleagues (2003), however, emphasise that without clear
definitions of continuity of care it is possible neither to investigate nor to solve discontinuities.

Adair and colleagues (2003), charting the definitions of continuity of care over thirty years,
found that continuity was rarely distinguished from the interventions themselves until the 1980s,
when the idea that it might be a multidimensional concept began to emerge (Bachrach 1981),
while in the 1990s continuity became seen as a potential measure of system-level reform. Where
continuity had previously been seen as indicating care by the same caregiver or group of
caregivers, the idea of continuity as involving the coordination of the patient’s progress through
the system gained hold.

Operationalising the concept of continuity of care, however, has been notoriously difficult.
Many of the earlier studies focused on discharge after an acute care episode rather than on
longitudinal changes in continuity (Adair et al. 2003) and this has been the case even in some
recent studies which have successfully distinguished between the continuity after discharge
achieved by different mental health systems (Sytema et al. 1997; Sytema & Burgess, 1999).
Sytema and colleagues (1997), however, also focused on flexibility of care, operationalised as
the combinations of in-, day- and out-patient care used during follow-up, while other studies
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have focused on cross-boundary continuity between primary and secondary care (Bindman et al.
1997), psychiatric and emergency services (Heslop et al. 2000), or inpatient and community
settings (Kopelowicz et al. 1998).

Several groups have proposed a range of conceptualisations which emphasise differing features:
‘a sustained patient-physician partnership’ (Nutting et al. 2003); maintenance of contact,
consistency in the member of staff seen and success of transfer between services (Johnson et
al.1997); and ‘adequate access to care… good interpersonal skills, good information flow and
uptake between providers and organizations, and good care coordination’ (Reid et al. 2002),
while discontinuity has been defined as gaps in care (Cook et al. 2000). Others have again
emphasised that continuity of care be understood as multidimensional. Crawford and colleagues
(2004) propose five factors based on sustained contact with services, breaks in service delivery,
the same member of staff being seen, coordination of health and social professionals and the
experience of care; Johnson and colleagues (1997) include maintenance of contact, consistency
in the member of staff seen, transition and integration between services, adherence to service
plans, and management of service users’ needs; and Ware and colleagues (2003) utilise five
domains: knowledge, flexibility, availability, coordination and transitions. Joyce and
colleagues’ (2004) systematic literature review found that continuity of care has been defined in
terms of service delivery, accessibility, relationship base and individualized care.

The impact of continuity of care as a multidimensional concept on health and social outcomes
has been less often studied, as studies have tended to either to examine outcomes with
implications for continuity (such as loss of contact) or to examine interventions assumed to
promote continuity (Freeman et al. 2000). Adair and colleagues (2005), however, found that
better overall continuity, as a combined rating of a range of dimensions, was associated with
better quality of life, better community functioning, lower symptom severity and greater service
satisfaction, as well as with lower hospital costs and higher community costs (Mitton et al.
2005), although the direction of effects could not be determined.
Freeman and colleagues (2000) rated continuity of care studies from the service users’
viewpoint according to relevance, method and concept and highlighted the necessity not only
for clarity in the conceptualisation of continuity of care in order to be able to gauge its impact,
but also for the inclusion of the service user’s perspective. They summarise the principal
characteristics of continuity of care in a ‘multi-axial definition’ comprising: experienced, crossboundary, flexible, information, relational and longitudinal. In a subsequent study of continuity
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in mental health settings (Freeman et al. 2002), they added two further definitions, contextual
and long-term. This extended model was the starting-point for the present study. (See Box 1.)
- Box 1 about here-

Aims
We aimed to test whether a multi-factorial model of continuity of care could be operationalised
for users of mental health services and whether systematically collected service user-level data
would confirm the model’s validity for this group.

Methods
Sample and procedure
People with long-term psychotic disorders were sampled from the caseloads of seven
Community Mental Health Teams (CMHTs) covered by two mental health Trusts. The
inclusion criteria were: clinical diagnosis of any psychotic disorder received at least two years
previously, on the caseload of the CMHT for at least six months and aged 18 to 65. Diagnosis
was confirmed by use of OPCRIT (McGuffin et al. 1991).
Freeman and colleagues’ (2002; 2002) multi-axial model of continuity of care was taken as the
starting-point. Each of its eight facets or definitions was operationalised by identifying data
and/or measures which approximated to it. The variables used to operationalise each definition
were agreed by expert consensus within the multidisciplinary research group. They were chosen
for their closeness to the definition being considered, the likelihood and regularity of their being
recorded in the case notes or the availability of established, validated instruments for obtaining
them during a single interview.

Interviews collected basic data on: patterns of contact with services in the preceding 12 months;
breaks in care; and referrals to other services including hospital admission. Demographic and
illness data were also collected. Three questionnaire measures were also completed. The
Camberwell Assessment of Need (CAN) (Phelan et al. 1995) was used in the operationalisation
of flexible continuity and the Scale to Assess Therapeutic Relationships in Community Mental
Health Care – service user version (STAR) (McGuire-Snieckus et al. 2006) was used in the
operationalisation of relational continuity. CONTINU-UM (Rose et al. submitted), a usergenerated measure of continuity developed for the study, was utilised as a proxy for experienced
continuity. Data on contact with services, number of professionals seen and information flow
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were also collected from CMHT records by study researchers using a standard schedule
developed for the study. This recorded every face-to-face and telephone contact made between
team and the user; the discipline of the professional involved; for every transition in care
(referral to an alternative or additional service, including admission to inpatient care), its date
and whether appropriate documentation was recorded as having been sent or received; whether
the annual CPA documentation was recorded as having been sent to the user, their carer and
their GP; and contact between the CMHT and the GP.

Analysis
The continuity components were manipulated in order to give them comparable weight.
Continuous variables were z-scored if normally distributed or otherwise converted into
categorical variables. Variables were coded so that a positive score indicated an assumed
positive scenario. The direction of relationships as determined by the factor analysis, however,
would indicate the final direction of the variables. Variables were omitted from further analysis
if there was insufficient spread of response (less than 5% in any category) or if two variables
had a Spearman Rank correlation coefficient of 0.8 or more, in which case one was omitted.

Bartlett's test of sphericity and the Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin (KMO) measure of sampling adequacy
(Kaiser 1974) were used to evaluate the strength of the linear association between the items in
the inter-item correlation matrix. Variables were omitted if their individual measure of sampling
adequacy was unacceptably low, until the overall KMO measure of sampling adequacy reached
an acceptable level.

Exploratory factor analysis was carried out on variables retained after preliminary screening. A
Principal Component Analysis was used to extract factors with an eigenvalue greater than one.
A Varimax rotation was then used to produce interpretable independent factors. Extracted
factors were interpreted by identifying the items which loaded onto each with a rotated factor
loading of over 0.5. Analyses were conducted in SPSS v.14 for Windows.

Results
Sample
Initially, 609 service users were identified as being potentially eligible for the study. Of these,
111 did not meet the inclusion criteria and 318 declined to participate, leaving 180 service users
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to be interviewed. Characteristics of the sample are given in Table 1. The diagnosis of psychosis
was confirmed by OPCRIT (McGuffin et al. 1991) for 171.
Tables 1 about here –

-

Box 2 about here -

Operationalising continuity of care
Freeman’s eight definitions of continuity were operationalised using a total of 32 components
for consideration for entry into the factor analysis (Box 2).

Experienced continuity: our over-arching concept for the purposes of this study (and therefore
not necessarily interpreted as either ‘coordinated’ or ‘smooth’), this was to capture the service
user perspective and operationalised using CONTINU-UM.

Flexible continuity: conceptualised as the range of needs at any single time-point being met, this
was operationalised using CAN and as response to change in clinical needs over time as
increased rate of contacts in the three months prior to any hospital admission or service userreported deterioration.

Cross-boundary continuity: conceptualised as transitions and fragmentations, this was
operationalised as referrals to other services, admissions to hospital, discharges from hospital,
number of agencies involved and any user-reported contact with primary care.

Continuity of information: determined by the number of transitions collected for cross-boundary
continuity, this was operationalised as a) documents sent as a proportion of the identified
transitions b) proportion of letters copied or sent directly to the user; c) number of people to
whom CPA documentation was copied (an established good-practice requirement for long-term
care in this group).
Longitudinal continuity: this was operationalised as a) any change in who acts as the user’s care
coordinator and the number of staff in that role; b) any change in who acts as the user’s
psychiatrist and the number of psychiatrists in that role; c) ‘spread of non-medical CMHT input’
(number of different non-medical team members seen out of the total number of contacts with
non-medical team members) and d) ‘spread of medical CMHT input’ (number of different
medical team members seen out of the total number of contacts with medical team members).
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Relational or personal continuity: this was operationalised as the user-rated STAR.

Long-term continuity: interpreted as breaks in care and user-initiated discontinuity, this was
operationalised as: user-reported level of attendance of appointments with CMHT; number of
user-initiated breaks from mental health care reported by user; user-reported medication
adherence; total number of CMHT contacts in year; longest gap between contacts with
secondary care team; number of gaps of more than two months; number of more than average
gaps (quantified as user’s individual mean gap*2 + 2 weeks); number of days between hospital
discharge and face-to-face contact with a member of the CMHT.

Contextual continuity: interpreted as social context, this was operationalised as living situation
(supported accommodation or independent) and daily activities (day care).

When the inter-item correlation matrix was constructed, ten components were omitted from
further analysis. ‘Total number of phone calls’ was omitted due to inconsistent case note
recording. The variables ‘Saw known CMHT member when hospitalised' , 'Increased contacts
in three months prior to user deterioration', 'Increased contacts in three months prior to
admission' and ‘Number of user-rated breaks in care’ were omitted due to insufficient spread of
response. ‘Total number of face-to-face contacts’ was found to be correlated with ‘average gap
between face-to-face contacts’ (r=0.88) and was therefore omitted from further analysis.
‘Longest gap between face-to-face contacts’ was highly correlated with ‘average gap between
face-to-face contacts’ (r=0.86) and ‘gap of two months or more’ (r=0.86), so was omitted.
‘Referred to other agency’ was highly correlated with ‘had a transition’ (r=0.81) and so was
omitted. ‘Number of unmet needs’ was highly correlated with ‘proportion of needs met’
(r=0.94) so it was omitted, while ‘CAN total number of needs’ was highly correlated with ‘CAN
total level of need’ (r=0.93) and was thus omitted. Thus 22 components were appropriate for
entry into the exploratory factor analysis.

Factor analysis
A factor analysis was conducted to explore how the different components of continuity relate to
each other. Entering the 22 components produced a KMO statistic of 0.49, just below the 0.5
threshold of an acceptable measure of sampling adequacy (Kaiser, 1974). The individual
measures of sampling adequacy were then examined and two were found to be very low so
removed from the factor analysis: ‘gaps of (average gap*2 +2 weeks)’ (0.28) and ‘medical input
spread’ (0.22). In the repeated factor analysis, Bartlett’s test of sphericity indicated that the
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correlation matrix was not an identity matrix (χ2=540.5, p<0.001). The KMO measure of
sampling adequacy was 0.54, which while still low was acceptable. (The correlation matrix is
not presented but is available from the first author on request.) Seven factors were extracted
with an eigen value of one or more, explaining 62.5% of the total variance in the data (Table 2).
Where the factor was predominately characterised by a component or components used to
operationalise the original multi-axial model, the name of that definition is added in parentheses
in Table 2. Factor 5, Managed Transitions, was recoded into a straightforward trichotomous
variable.

The majority of components loaded significantly onto one factor only, with rotated loadings of
0.5 and above. There were four exceptions to this. ‘Any user-rated breaks in care?’, ‘CPA
copied to GP and user?’, ‘number of care coordinators in the past year’ and ‘attended a day
centre’ all had absolute loadings between 0.4 and 0.5 onto only one factor so were allocated to
that respective factor.

Summary statistics for the 20 components of continuity of care in the seven-factor model are
presented in Table 3.

- Tables 2 and 3 about here-

Discussion
This study was based on the premise that continuity of care is ‘often lauded but seldom defined’
(Freeman et al. 2000). Anecdotal evidence would suggest that professionals tend to recognise
the idea of continuity of care and intuitively accept it as a worthy goal, despite the paucity of
evidence about what it means in practice.

We operationalised the original model to enable its systematic measurement and exploration
using quantitative service user-level data. We used the global score of the new measure,
CONTINU-UM, as a proxy for experienced continuity (as an overarching concept), treating it as
a single measure that would reflect participants’ own experiences and perspectives on the
continuity of care they received. We operationalised the remaining elements utilising multiple
components (collected both through interview and from clinical records) that, between them,
would reflect the full range of concepts covered by the multi-axial model from which we
started. By exploring the relationships between these components through a factor analysis, we
found them to be grouped differently in practice, providing a new seven-factor model
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comprising Experience & Relationship, Regularity, Meeting Needs, Consolidation, Managed
Transitions, Care Coordination and Supported Living. These have clear relationships with the
different elements of Freeman and colleagues’ model, although they are not synonymous.

Our methodology was comparable to that of Adair and colleagues (2003), whose measure
developed for the Canadian context includes both patient- and observer-rated scales. Our factors
Experience & Relationship and Meeting Needs partially matched their patient-rated sub-scales
‘relationship base’ and ‘responsive treatment’ respectively, while their other sub-scale ‘system
fragmentation’ seems to have been reflected in our analysis by three distinct factors,
Consolidation, Managed Transitions and Care Coordination.
Our analysis thus confirms Freeman and colleagues’ argument and Adair and colleagues’
finding that continuity of care comprises more than one single entity. The overarching concept
of continuity of care can be broken down into a number of independent concepts and the factors
that emerged from our analysis seem intuitively meaningful and practical.

Methodological issues
The conclusions of this paper are inevitably derived from a sample who agreed to take part.
How this group may have contrasted with the larger group who refused is unknown. It is
possible, though not proven, that those who refused may have been less well engaged with or
favourably disposed towards services. If this were the case, this would be likely to affect the
levels of several of the continuity factors of the sample (such as Experience & Relationship or
Regularity), rather than affecting the overall factor structure.

We took an inclusive approach to operationalising and measuring the original model.
Consistently with this, we did not remove items from the Exploratory Factor Analysis which
were weakly correlated with each other (<0.3 as is sometimes advised), as it was quite possible
that different components of continuity would be unrelated to each other.

Given the nature of some of the components included, it was likely that some of them would not
be related to each other, affecting the KMO-statistic (measuring sampling adequacy). Overall
measures of good fit may, therefore, not be applicable to our aims.

Data from records were limited by the availability of the information on file. This may have
varied between CMHTs. In assessing information continuity and its related components,
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whether the requisite information was on file was highly relevant. We therefore worked on the
assumption that information not on file had not been sent, a conservative estimation of
information flow. It is possible that the accuracy of service contact or transitions data may have
been compromised by the quality of case-notes in a way that could not be quantified and which
may have varied between CMHTs.

While the factors are intuitively meaningful, their scoring is not and this complicates
interpretation, which needs to be based on the components loading onto each factor.

Potential use of these factors
Our factor structure is helpful in challenging preconceptions about likely correlates of care
practices. For instance, care components linked with Care Coordination and those linked with
Experience & Relationship loaded onto separate factors, suggesting that focusing care on a
single care coordinator is no guarantee in itself of better relational or experienced continuity.
The loading of ‘designated psychiatrist’ onto Care Coordination suggested this was common
and reflected a choice in provision of care: users were more likely to see no psychiatrist or more
than two (that is, to have no particular psychiatrist relating to them) if they saw only one or two
care coordinators. This suggests that teams were choosing between emphasising continuity
achieved through the care co-ordinator or through the psychiatrist, without any evidence of this
being based on an explicit policy. Any assumption that the one smoothly substitutes for the
other is challenged by service users’ reports in in-depth interviews conducted in a related study
(Jones, personal communication), which found that they disliked having to see several
psychiatrists, even if they had a single care coordinator.

Johnson and colleagues (1997) proposed that continuity be used as an important quality measure
for services, but until recently there have been no metrics. Our operationalisation of Freeman
and colleagues’ original model draws on routinely collected data and well-known and validated
measures. Our factors may in future be used to identify service user characteristics associated
with different levels of continuity and therefore help target extra support to vulnerable groups.
They may also be used as outcomes against which to test measures (in particular service
configurations) deployed to improve continuity. It is unlikely that a model comprising seven
factors would be used in routine services. As it presently stands, however, it may provide for
clinicians a means of conceptualising continuity of care for mental health, along with a wideranging set of measures of continuity in its different facets, from which different aspects could
be selected to reflect service priorities. The relative clinical importance of the seven factors
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remains to be tested against relevant clinical and social outcome measures. Further research
should then identify the optimal continuity of care factors as the minimum necessary
components of care for service users with chronic mental health problems.

This study was funded by a grant (SDO/13(d)2001) from the
National Co-ordinating Centre for NHS Service Delivery and Organisation R&D (NCCSDO)
London School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine
99 Gower Street,
London WC1E 6AA
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Tables and Illustrations
Box 1: Multi-axial definition of continuity of care
Generic (Freeman et al. 2000)
Experienced (experience of a coordinated and smooth progression of care from the user's
point of view)
Flexible (to be flexible and adjust to the needs of the individual over time)
Cross-boundary (effective communication between professionals and services and with
service users)
Information (excellent information transfer following the service user)
Longitudinal (care from as few professionals as possible, consistent with other needs)
Relational (to provide one or more named individual professionals with whom the user can
establish and maintain a therapeutic relationship)
Mental health-specific (Freeman et al. 2002)
Long-term (uninterrupted care for as long as the service user requires it)
Contextual (care which should sustain a person's preferred social and personal relationship in
the community and enhance quality of life)
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Box 2: Continuity of care components
Type of continuity
Component (later omitted)1
Experienced Continuity

Longitudinal continuity

CONTINU-UM2

Designated care coordinators (CC)2

Flexible Continuity (Range of needs)

Designated psychiatrists (Psych)2

CAN Total number of needs2, 3

Non-medical input spread (number of different non-medical

2

CAN Number of met needs

team members seen out of the total number of contacts with

CAN Number of unmet needs2

non-medical team members)

CAN Total level of needs2, 3

Medical input spread (number of different medical team

CAN Total level of needs met by informal

members seen out of the total number of contacts with medical

carers

2, 3

team members)

Proportion of needs met2
Flexible Continuity (Meeting changes in

Relational continuity

clinical needs)

STAR total score-any professional2, 4

Increased contacts in 3 months prior to user
deterioration2

Long-term continuity

Increased contacts in 3 months prior to hospital Average gap between face-to-face contacts 3
admission

Gaps of 2 months or more

Cross-boundary continuity

Longest gap between contacts 3

Had a transition?

Gaps of (average gap*2 +2 weeks)

Referred to other agency

Number of user-rated breaks in care2, 3

Contacts with primary care professionals2

Total number of face-to-face contacts

Number of agencies used in previous year2

Total number of phonecalls

Information continuity

Saw known CMHT member when hospitalised2

Documented transition

Any user-rated breaks in care?2

Proportion of letters sent by CMHT copied to

Contextual continuity

user

Attendance at day care2

CPA copied to GP and user

Supported accommodation2

1. Items in italics were subsequently dropped from the analysis, for reasons given in the text.
2. Information from the service user.
3. Variable reversed so that a high score indicates an assumed positive scenario: e.g. a high score for ‘average gap
between face-to-face contacts’ would indicate short average gaps.
4. For users with no identified care coordinator (STAR-c rating), the STAR concerning the relationship with the
psychiatrist (STAR-p) was used; where no psychiatrist was identified or rated, the STAR concerning the relationship
with a third identified professional (STAR-o) was used, to maximise data.
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Table 1: Clinical and Demographic characteristics

Age mean (sd)

n

Trust 1

n

85

42.5 (10.71)

95

Min – max
Gender
n (%)
Ethnic group
n (%)

22-63

Trust 2

n

43.7 (11.09) 180
19-65

Total
43.1 (10.90)
19-65

Female
Male

85

36 (42.4%)
49 (57.6%)

95

44 (46.3%)
51 (53.7%)

180

80 (44.4%)
100 (55.6%)

White
Black
Other

85

47 (55.3%)
24 (28.2%)
14 (16.5%)

95

73 (76.8%)
11 (11.6%)
11 (11.6%)

180

120 (66.7%)
35 (19.4%)
25 (13.9%)

81

209.7

91 214.6 (141.5) 172

212.3 (137.69)

85

(134.08)
418-564
(4.7%)

24-588
8 (8.4%)

18-588
12 (6.7%)

Duration of illness (months) mean (sd)
Min – max
Number of lifetime None

95

180

hospital
admissions

1-5

59 (69.4%)

62 (65.3%)

121 (67.2%)

6 and over

22 (25.9%)

25 (26.3%)

47 (26.1%)

n (%)

Diagnosis (by

Schizophrenia

84

55 (65.5%)

89

62 (69.7)

173

117 (67.6%)

OPCRIT)
Bipolar disorder

9 (10.7%)

10 (11.2%)

17 (11.0%)

Depression with psychotic

1 (1.2%)

1 (1.1%)

2 (1.2%)

18 (21.4%)

15 (16.9%)

33 (19.1%)

1 (1.2%)

1 (1.1%)

2 (1.2%)

features
Other psychotic disorder
Depression without psychotic
features
Living situation

Living alone

n (%)

(+/- children under 18)
Living w/ others

85

39 (45.9%)

95

46 (54.1%)

34 (35.8%)

180

61 (64.2%)

73 (40.6%)
107 (59.4%)

(+/- children under 18)
Accommodation

Unsupervised

type

accommodation
Supervised

n (%)

85

74 (87.1%)

95

11 (12.9%)

65 (68.4%)

180

30 (31.6%)

139 (77.2%)
41 (22.8%)

accommodation
Education

School up to 16

85

26 (30.6%)

15

95

43 (45.3%)

180

69 (38.3%)

n (%)
Employment

School above 16
Paid employment

59 (69.4%)
1

54

9 (16.7%)

52 (54.7%)
83

9 (10.8%)

111 (61.7%)
137

18 (13.1%)

Status
n (%)

Unemployed or unpaid work2

45 (83.3%)

74 (89.2%)

1. Includes full-time, part-time and sheltered work and self-employment.
2. Includes seeking work, unable to work, studying, retired or other.
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119 (86.9%)

Table 2: Continuity of care factors
Factor

1

Items

Description

% of

(high score)

Variance

CONTINU-UM

Experience & Relationship (experienced &

STAR total score-any professional

relational continuity)

Proportion of needs met

12.5%

high experienced continuity, good therapeutic
1

Any user-rated breaks in care? (negative ) relationship, a greater proportion of needs met
and not having a user-rated break in care
2

Average gap between face-to-face

Regularity (long-term / longitudinal continuity)

contacts

being seen more frequently by staff from fewer

Gaps of 2 months or more

different non-medical disciplines

12.2%

Non-medical input spread
3

4

CAN Total level of needs

Meeting Needs (flexible continuity)

CAN Number of met needs

high level of need, high number of met needs and

CPA copied to GP and user

CPA copied to GP and user

Number of agencies used in previous year Consolidation (cross-boundary continuity)
Contacts with primary care professionals

9.5%

8.1%

having contact with fewer different agencies and
not seeing primary care professionals

5

Had a transition?

Managed Transitions (cross-boundary

Documented transition

continuity)

7.3%

1=no transition, 0=documented transition,
-1=undocumented transition
6

Designated care coordinators

Care Coordination (longitudinal continuity)
1

Designated psychiatrists (negative )

having a designated care coordinator, having no

CAN Total level of needs met by

psychiatrist or more than two and fewer needs

1

7

informal carers (reversed )

met by informal carers

Supported accommodation

Supported Living (contextual continuity)

Attendance at day centres or hospitals

living in supported accommodation, attending

Proportion of letters sent by CMHT

day care and having more letters copied to the

which were sent or copied to user

user
Total

6.5%

6.4%

62.5%

1. ‘Negative’ indicates that the component loads negatively onto the factor, indicating an
inverse relationship, while ‘reversed’ indicates that the variable was reverse-scored
from the outset so that a high score would indicate a positive scenario.
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Table 3: Levels of continuity components
Mean (sd) or n(%)

n

Trust 1

n

Trust 2

n

Total

78

3.5 (.692)

89

3.4 (.818)

167

3.5 (.764)

Factor 1: Experience & Relationship
CONTINUUM Mean score (1-5)

1.5-4.8
STAR Total score - Any professional

83

37.6 (8.68)

81

35.4 (9.26)

164

(0-48)
CAN-Proportion of needs met

Any user-rated breaks in care

36.5 (9.01)
6-48

< 65%

84

27 (32.1%)

94

32 (34.0%)

178

59 (33.1%)

65-91%

23 (27.4%)

26 (27.7%)

49 (27.5%)

> 91%

34 (40.5%)

36 (38.3%)

70 (39.3%)

Yes

85

No

3 (3.5%)

93

82 (96.5%)

9 (9.7%)

178

84 (90.3%)

12 (6.7%)
166 (93.3%)

Factor 2: Regularity
Average gap between face-to-face contacts

83

22.2 (12.46)

83

67.6 (44.47)

166

(days)
Gaps of 2 months or more

4-206
Yes

84

No
Non-medical input spread

44.9 (39.71)

=> 50%

27 (32.1%)

92

57 (67.9%)
82

5 (6.1%)

77 (83.7%)

176

15 (16.3%)
40

19 (47.5%)

104 (59.1%)
72 (40.9%)

122

24 (19.7%)

21-49%

6 (7.3%)

8 (20.0%)

14 (11.5%)

=< 20%

71 (86.6%)

13 (32.5%)

84 (68.9%)

Factor 3: Meeting Needs
CAN- Total level of needs (0-66)

84

8.2 (4.56)

94

8.7 (5.15)

178

8.5 (4.87)
1-23

CAN- Number of met needs (0-22)

84

4.3 (2.11)

94

4.4 (2.51)

178

4.4 (2.33)
0-12

CPA copied to GP and user

No

79

9 (11.4%)

68

26 (38.2%)

147

35 (23.8%)

To one

35 (41.2%)

26 (38.2%)

61 (41.5%)

To both

35 (44.3%)

15 (18.8%)

51 (34.7%)

Factor 4: Consolidation
Number of agencies used in the

72

5.2 (2.71)

79

4.9 (3.05)

151

Previous year
Contact with primary care

5.1 (2.89)
1-16

Yes

72

52(72.2%)

18

79

35 (44.3%)

151

87 (57.6)

professionals

No

`20 (27.8%)

44 (55.7%)

64 (42.4)

Factor 5: Managed Transitions
Had a transition?

Yes

82

No
Documented transition?

Documented

33 (40.2% )

92

49 (59.8%)
82

7 (8.5%)

21 (22.8%)

174

71 (77.2%)
92

10 (10.9%)

54 (31.0%)
120 (69.0%)

174

17 (9.8%)

transition
No relevant

49 (59.8%)

71 (77.1%)

120 (69.0%)

26 (31.7%)

11 (12.0%)

37 (21.3%)

transition
Undocumented
transition
Factor 6: Care Coordination
Number of designated care

0 or 3+

coordinators

1 or 2

Number of designated psychiatrists

0 or 3+

85

90

76 (89.4%)
85

1 or 2
CAN- Total level of needs met by

9 (10.6%)

18 (21.2%)

3.6 (4.18)

175

66 (73.3%)
95

67 (78.8%)
84

24 (26.7%)

20 (21.1%)

142 (81.1%)
180

75 (78.9%)
94

3.2 (3.96)

33 (18.9%)

38 (21.1%)
142 (78.9%)

178

informal carers (0-22)

3.4 (4.06)
0-21

Factor 7: Supported Living
Supported accommodation

Yes

72

No

4 (5.6%)

77

68 (94.4%)
72

18 (25.0%)

15 (19.5%)

149

62 (80.5%)
77

130 (87.2%)

Attendance at day centres or

Yes

hospitals

No

Proportion of letters sent by CMHT

None

sent or copied to user

<= 50%

10 (12.7%)

15 (18.8%)

25 (15.7%)

> 50%

31 (39.2%)

15 (18.8%)

46 (28.9%)

54 (75.0%)
79

38 (48.1%)

19

12 (15.6%)

19 (12.8%)

149

65 (84.4%)
80

50 (62.5%)

30 (20.1%)
119 (79.9%)

159

88 (55.3%)
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